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Abstract: Chinese Dream, an important guiding ideology and important ruling idea put forward by
General Secretary Xi Jinping since the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China,
was formally put forward on November 29, 2012. Chinese Dream has an important connection with
personal dream, and Chinese Dream and the study and development of contemporary college
students have identity," Chinese Dream "first reflects the interests of the whole people, including
college students, the whole nation, any young college students are closely related to the realization
of" Chinese Dream ". The general secretary's simple exposition of "Chinese Dream" is full of the
profound relationship between the individual and the nation, the motherland and the society of
college students. Therefore, in the teaching of colleges and universities, teachers need to
comprehensively cultivate students' ideological and belief education, and train qualified successors
for the realization of "Chinese Dream ".
1. Introduction
In the rapid development of economy today, the prosperity of the motherland is closely related to
the development of college students' comprehensive quality. Rich people, strong economic
development, social stability, the more able to provide a good learning environment and
development platform for college students. College students as one of the "Chinese Dream" practice
crowd, the realization of "personal dream" is the basis of the realization of Chinese Dream, that is,
the basis of national dream. College students as one of the "Chinese Dream" practice crowd, the
realization of "personal dream" is the basis of the realization of Chinese Dream, that is, the basis of
national dream. The ideals, beliefs and political thoughts of college students in the new era directly
affect the development of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the future.
2. The Core Goal of "Chinese Dream"
It can also be summed up as the goal of "two hundred years ", that is, by the 100th anniversary of
the founding of the Communist Party of China in 2021 and the 100th anniversary of the founding of
the People's Republic of China in 2049, the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation will be realized
step by step and successfully. Chinese Dream is a national dream, which has a profound meaning
for the realization of national prosperity and national rejuvenation[1].

Figure 1 Chinese dream and space dream
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2.1. Chinese Dream Leads Contemporary College Students to the Right Way
The Chinese nation has a continuous history of civilization for more than five thousand years,
created a splendid Chinese civilization, cultivated the hard-working and brave, kind and upright,
self-improvement of the Chinese people, and nurtured the heavy and solid patriotic feelings of all
the Chinese people. For the contemporary Chinese college students, we are the pillars of the
motherland is an important reserve force to achieve Chinese dream, Chinese dream can better lead
college students to success, Chinese dream has given contemporary college students an important
spiritual support. "Chinese Dream" is not utopian, whether it can be realized or not affects the
interests of college students, even the whole nation, the country and even the society. In addition,
the world outlook, outlook on life and morality embodied in "Chinese Dream" are consistent with
the world outlook, outlook on life and morality that college students should have to realize their
personal dreams. Therefore, we college students should realize "personal dream" on the road of
national rejuvenation, promote the realization of Chinese Dream with the realization of "personal
dream ", and combine the realization of" personal dream "with" Chinese Dream "closely. General
Secretary Xi defines "Chinese Dream" as "realization" Chinese nation Great rejuvenation, is
Chinese nation Greatest in modern times Dreams.[2].
3. Necessity of Chinese Dream
On October 18, 2017, Comrade Xi Jinping pointed out in his report to the Nineteenth National
Congress that realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation is the greatest dream of the
Chinese nation since modern times. Once the Communist Party of China was founded, it took the
realization of communism as its highest ideal and ultimate goal, shouldered the historical mission of
realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation without turning its back, united and led the
people to carry out arduous and arduous struggles, and composed magnificent epics engulfing the
mountains and rivers. Xi pointed out that to realize great dreams, great struggles must be carried out,
great projects must be built, and great undertakings must be advanced[3].

Figure 2 Chinese dream and ideological education
3.1. Chinese Dream Leads College Students' Political Beliefs
The proposal of Chinese Dream is to adhere to the socialist road with Chinese characteristics,
liberation and development of social productive forces is the fundamental task and essential
attribute of socialism with Chinese characteristics, and the realization of Chinese Dream is based on
the continuous development of social productive forces. Adhering to the status of the people's
subject is the primary requirement and fundamental position of socialism with Chinese
characteristics, and Chinese Dream clearly adheres to the status of the people's subject. Comrade Xi
Jinping pointed out:" Chinese Dream is the dream of the people in the final analysis, it must be
closely dependent on the people to achieve, must continue to benefit the people." To realize
socialist modernization and the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation is the general task and goal
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of socialism with Chinese characteristics, and Chinese Dream is the dream of realizing the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Fairness and justice is the inherent requirement of socialism
with Chinese characteristics and the value orientation of realizing Chinese Dream. The Chinese
people who live in this great era enjoy the opportunity of life together, the opportunity to realize
their dreams, and the opportunity to grow and progress together with the motherland and the times.
Because of this, the Chinese Dream must follow the Chinese road, which is the socialist road with
Chinese characteristics[4]。
Chinese Dream has an important role in the influence of contemporary college students'political
beliefs, with the development of society, all kinds of temptations are more and more, the impact of
various cultures has led to many students in the ideological aspects of some problems, many college
students without spiritual dependence become more and more impetuous, lack of rational spirit.
Chinese Dream plays a key role in the construction of the theoretical system of socialism with
Chinese characteristics, Chinese Dream is the spiritual guide of contemporary Chinese college
students, it tells us to study Marxism, Deng Xiaoping theory and the important thought of three
represents, follow the socialist road with Chinese characteristics, Chinese Dream guides Chinese
contemporary college students to make unremitting efforts to realize their ideals, can better awaken
their cultural consciousness, highlight their cultural characteristics, let Chinese college students
understand their own responsibilities and play a better leading role in political belief.
3.2. Chinese Dream Enriches the Educational System of College Students
The introduction of Chinese Dream greatly enriches the education system of college students,
and can better help students to establish the correct three views. Chinese Dream is deeply rooted in
the social road with Chinese characteristics, and college students can sum up their experience and
promote themselves in the course of learning and teaching in peacetime. Teachers should develop
from the socialist road with Chinese characteristics and the theory of scientific development view,
which can fully enhance college students' self-confidence and clarify their goals. The proposal of
Chinese Dream helps to greatly improve the education system of students, and General Secretary Xi
Jinping points out that everyone has ideals and pursuits, and has their own dreams. Now, we are all
discussing Chinese Dream, I think that realizing the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation is the
greatest dream of the Chinese nation since modern times. This dream has condensed the longcherished aspirations of generations of Chinese people, embodies the overall interests of the
Chinese nation and the Chinese people, and is the common expectation of every Chinese people.
History tells us that everyone's future and destiny are closely linked to the future and destiny of the
country and nation. Good country, good nation, good people. To realize the great rejuvenation of
the Chinese nation is a glorious and arduous cause, which requires the joint efforts of generations of
Chinese people. Talking mends the country. The Communists of our generation must carry on the
past and the future, build our Party well, unite all the Chinese people to build our country well,
develop our nation well, and continue to march courageously towards the goal of the great
rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. College students should develop themselves in an all-round way,
strengthen their own cultural foundation, and lay the foundation for the realization of Chinese
Dream, and college students as the pillars of the country need to be better themselves.

Figure 3 Chinese dream and the people celebrate
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3.3. Chinese Dream Helps College Students to Establish a Life Concept
The realization of college students' Chinese Dream is to combine the individual ideal with the
rejuvenation dream of the Chinese nation in order to achieve the goal of life better. In the realization
of personal value at the same time need students to have a strong personal faith, national faith,
because have faith, life will be colorful, everyone as long as have faith, will let their own life
flashing colorful light. If researchers hadn't had the faith to make the country stronger, perhaps the
country wouldn't have grown so fast and been at the forefront of the world; if doctors hadn't had the
faith to cure and save people, perhaps they wouldn't have promoted the medical cause. Faith is the
driving force for anything to move forward, because with faith, there are so many successful people
and things in the world. Don't ever complain about your own destiny, because it's your own hands,
you can't complain about the unfairness of your destiny, you can't complain about the real trouble,
and you can't complain about why your parents put you. But people with faith never complain
because they know how to make their lives better and more interesting. Without faith, life will be
full of disgust and fatigue, without faith, there will be no motivation, no spiritual support, no goal of
struggle. Because of faith, life is beautiful, let us with their own good faith on the road, blooming
the most dazzling light! Life needs faith, courage, perseverance. Faith is the boundless hope in
people's hearts. Only those who believe firmly will have the crown of victory and create the miracle
of life[5].
4. Conclusion
The development of college students needs to be combined with the actual life of their own, can
better guide college students to combine their dreams with Chinese Dream, as the pillars of the
country, so that they strive to become the communicators and practitioners of Chinese Dream.
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